ARMOURED VEHICLE
AWARENESS TRAINING
Online training for drivers of civilian armoured vehicles

This course provides drivers with
an introduction to the fundamentals of
civilian armoured vehicles.
This training goes beyond understanding
the specifics of your AV model. You will
develop a whole new appreciation for the
vehicle as a protection asset and how you
can best take care of it.
If you are in the process of operating an
AV, this will give you an indepth and
practical understanding of the unique
characteristics of an AV. In addition, it will
give you the knowledge to operate the AV
in the most safe and efficient way.
For drivers who are already operating AVs,
this training will be a good refresher of
what you have might have already learned.

Offered by:

Vehicle types

Civilian Armoured
Vehicles

When

Self-paced
Start immediately

Format

Online
(computer or smartphone)

Online

7 hours, spread over 7
modules

Language

English

$280 for 7 Modules
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By enrolling in this course, the participant has
the option to purchase the course with the
advantage of completing all 7 modules at a
cost savings / or purchase the individual
courses. By the end of the training, you will be
able to:
• Understand the unique physical components
of an armoured vehicle, how it is built and
importantly, how it is fundamentally
different to a regular non-armoured vehicle;
• Know the basics of the science behind
ballistic and blast attacks and therefore how
the vehicle is designed and built to protect
against these types of attacks;
• Understand how the additional weight of an
armoured vehicle dramatically changes the
vehicle's mobility characteristics and
dynamics;
• Have the knowledge to adjust your driving
style and safely manage an armoured
vehicle that will weigh more than 5,000kgs;
• Conduct practical safety and maintenance
inspections on your vehicles;
• Recognise the importance of scheduled
maintenance and servicing of your armoured
vehicle;
• Understand the importance of reporting
accidents in your organisation;

Why choose this training?

Driver’s Seat is a 100% online training
platform, which allows your drivers to gain
knowledge at their own pace.
Drivers will receive access for 3 months and
managers will receive personalised reports to
monitor training completion.
Q&A live sessions

Q&A 1 hour live Zoom sessions led by
Armoured Consulting Experts.
They are online open discussions based on
topics and questions raised by the
participants.
They are an opportunity to:
• Clarify or explore further points that were
raised during the online training (discussion
supported by online visuals, as needed);
• Trainees can ask technical questions
trainees that they may have in relations to
their own situation;
• Ensure important messages and points are
well understood;
• Decide on the next steps and the
implementation of the learning (choose 3
things you want to implement right now).

• Know how you can learn important safety
lessons from any vehicle accident.

Group discount

By purchasing modules 1-7 for your drivers, they
won’t receive participation certificates, instead they
will receive a Armoured Consulting-approved
Certificate of Completion of the Armoured Vehicle
Awareness Training.
In addition, we offer you a discount based on the
number of drivers you want to register.
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Receive your participation certificate
upon completing the course.
The student is required to:
• Progress through all the lectures in order;

What do our participants say?

• View a minimum of 90% of the video
content;

“This is well structured course. It gives the
required general knowledge required
when working and travelling in a civilian
armoured vehicles”.

• Complete all the questions in the graded
assessment at the end of each lesson
(where applicable).

"I clearly now understand the logic of
some construction designs and solutions
used in armoured vehicles. It was also
good to better understand about the
proper use of terminology and distinction
between some of the international
standards”.

Please note the student is also required to
obtain a minimum 60% pass rate to achieve
the basic Level 1.
When you have completed the assessment
quizzes for this course, you will be awarded
a certificate noting your level.

ARMOURED VEHICLE
AWARENESS TRAINING
DRIVERS SEAT

About Armoured Consulting
Armoured Consulting is proud of the vast international experience of our senior consultants. With
many years of real life experience in building and maintaining civilian armoured vehicles
throughout the world, you can be assured of the most professional support for your armoured
vehicle fleet.
In addition, we have built a world class network of uparmouring OEMs and approved workshops.
So no matter where you are in the world, you are never alone. Armoured Consulting is always
there to help you get your vehicle back on the road and protecting your most valuable assets.

Interested? Send us an email and Fleet Forum will assist you

